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Abstract
While the rapid advances in technology are bringing the complexity of technical systems closer to the level of biology, the interaction between humans and such systems raises new challenges, one of the foremost being how to facilitate the guidance and use of such systems and endow it with the ease we are accustomed from natural cooperation and communication between humans. We argue that the realization of that goal will require a basic understanding of how to synthesize the quality of cognitive interaction from more realizable constituents that cover substantial partial functions such as intelligent motion, attention, situated communication and memory with learning. We point out some exemplary research questions and report on ongoing research that led to the Bielefeld-based research initiative 
Dynamic programming (DP) is an approach to computing the optimal control policy over time under nonlinearity and uncertainty by employing the principle of optimality introduced by Richard Bellman.
Instead of enumerating all possible control sequences, dynamic programming only searches admissible state and/or action values that satisfy the principle of optimality. Therefore, the computation complexity can be much improved over the direct enumeration method. However, the computational efforts and the data storage requirement increase exponentially with the dimensionality of the system, which are reflected in the three curses: the state space, the observation space, and the action space. Thus, the traditional DP approach was limited to solving small size problems. This talk aims at exploring a class of approximate/adaptive dynamic programming algorithms that are especially useful in continuous state and continuous control problems. The talk will review these algorithms, their implementations and properties, as well as how to apply them to large, realistic engineering problems. The talk will also examine the feasibility of modeling the neural basis of decision making and control strategy development in behaving animals using these approximate/adaptive dynamic programming paradigms. 
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Abstract
Search is becoming the major means for people to access the Internet. According to a survey, about 55% of internet users use search engines every day. Web search engines are usually built with technologies from two areas, large-scale distributed computing and statistical learning. Statistical learning is useful because there are many uncertainties in crawling, indexing, ranking, and serving of web search and the solutions to them have to be data-driven. In this talk, I will explain how statistical learning technologies are being used in web search. Specifically, I will introduce some of the neural computing technologies for web search, developed at Microsoft.
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